
Agenda Board of Directors 17/08/2010

- taking assistances

Stefaan Vanbillemont  

Hans de Bisschop

Yannick Warnier

Frederik Questier

Luk not there and not excused

- priority list for the next weeks/months:

Acceptance of new effective member nosolored (YW)

SVB Agreed

YW Agreed

HDB Agreed

FQ Agreed

YW will send the email of confirmation

Web site marketing and passing the right image to businesses (YW)

YW Categorized between community and corporate

FQ says OK if enough corporate news

YW Luk should be taking this in charge AFAIC

YW will send Luk an email with our expectations

Business cards (HDB)

Check the price (in Peru 30€ for 1000 - Belgium 105€ for 250)

Everybody will have a look at better prices

Probably 25€ to send it from Peru to Belgium

BeezNest Latino can propose another design

Sven should have one too

to see during next meeting

Newsletter topics (YW)

Roadmap 2.0 (SVB)

Documentation and code sprints (SVB)

Maybe Callao

NoSoloRed

http://version.chamilo.org/community.php

Mollom (FQ)

FQ reports it works freely for associations, most people are happy

YW will install next week

Foreign visits of the Chamilo association (YW)

Inform communication and marketing coordinators of destinations

Try to meet people and encourage them to contribute

Try to take pictures
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Visit to China (FQ)

Visiting China, Beijing for a month 25 Aug -25 Sept

Included inside the newsletter?

Visit to Brasil (YW)

Visiting Brasil 18-22 of August

Documentation on how to become an official provider (YW)

Everything is on the wiki or the website YW will pass it to SVB to publish in the official procedures (publish exam website too)

SVB we updated the registration process and reviewed it with one of the customers of HoGent. Feedback:

well presented

first e-mail is too focused on money and association

add the goal of the association and how we will spend the money

SVB waiting for official provider procedure updates before updating the procedure

exam.chamilo.org redirected to same server as www.chamilo.org

one week review period at the beginning of September

Documentation sprint HoGent (SVB)

Wed 18 of Aug: documentation

generate a framework of how to document Chamilo

documentation about other software projects

get the opinion of everybody

YW: please send the request for comments to dev, translation, website mailing-lists

Thu 19 of Aug: testing

Code Sprint HoGent (HDB)

Wed 18 + Thu 19 of Aug: code sprint

Rights management

Translations cleanup

HDB will write a report about it afterwards

Misc (all)

provide a way for associations with Dokeos to report themselves as Chamilo users

SVB we should prepare the meetings and what will be discussed and send the link (JMM should do it as a president) - YW agree

and thinks the responsibilities should be the main focus of the next meeting - SVB will have a proposal ready for the next

meeting

FQ - https://noiv.nl/actueel/nieuws/actueel/nieuws/2010/08/04/eerste-leveranciers-en-uitgevers-bekend-van-plugfest-digitaal-

leermateriaal/ - we should test the contents beforehand and discuss with Frits Hoff about participating there

SVB - Trademark? YW - will pass the trademark asap, we'll see to reimbursement later

SVB - Financial status: ~1375€

Next meeting 15th of September, 4.00pm
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